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Eort estimation and prediction of object-oriented systems
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Abstract
Due to the growing diusion of the object-oriented paradigm (OOP) and the need of maintaining under control the process of
software development, industries are looking for metrics capable of producing satisfactory eort estimations and predictions. These
metrics have to produce results with a known con®dence since the early phases of software life-cycle in order to establish a process of
prediction and correction of costs. To this end, speci®c metrics are needed in order to maintain under control object-oriented system
development. In this paper, new complexity and size metrics for eort evaluation and prediction are presented and compared with
respect to the most important metrics proposed for the same purpose in the literature. The validation of the most important of these
metrics is also reported. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Object-oriented metrics; Eort evaluation and prediction; Analysis and design metrics; Code metrics

1. Introduction
In recent years, several industries moved to the object-oriented paradigm (OOP) in the hope of satisfying
their needs in terms of reusability, capability for programming ``in the large'' (i.e., for the capability of the
OOP in modeling the reality by minimizing the cohesion
among entities), etc., (Booch, 1994). In general, the introduction of the OOP is not immediate because it involves managers, analysts, designers, developers, etc.
Thus, the adoption of the OOP implies to change the
whole development process, (i.e., project management,
resource evaluation, resource planning, requirements
analysis, test, design, etc.). In most cases, the introduction of the object-oriented technology has not been accompanied by a corresponding eort to establish
mechanisms for controlling the development process
(Nesi, 1995). This lack is due on one hand to the lack
of internal tradition in controlling the development process and, on the other hand, to the lack of consolidated
suitable metrics for evaluating object-oriented projects.
In general, in order to guarantee the control of the development process, quantitative metrics for evaluating
*
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and predicting system characteristics must be used.
One of the most important issues that should be maintained under control is the software cost (i.e., the eort).
To this end, a linear/non-linear relationship between
software complexity/size and eort (i.e., man-months
or -days needed for system development, from requirements analysis to testing or in some cases only for coding) is commonly assumed. Therefore, the problem of
eort evaluation is shifted to the problem of complexity
or size evaluation. It should be noted that, when software complexity evaluation is performed after system
building, it can be useful for: (i) predicting maintenance
costs, (ii) comparing productivity and costs among different projects, (iii) learning the development process ef®ciency and parameters; when software complexity
evaluation is performed before system building, it can
be used for predicting costs of development, testing
and early maintenance, etc.
Moreover, on the basis of the knowledge which is
present in the early stages of the software life-cycle
(e.g., number of classes, main relationships, number of
methods, etc.) the process of code analysis allows the
de®nition and tuning of metrics for predicting costs.
From the cognitive point of view, the observable complexity can be regarded as the eort to understand subsystem/class behavior and functionalities. This
complexity can be usually evaluated in the early phases
and can be used for predicting costs of reuse and maintenance (Cant et al., 1991, 1994).
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Traditional code metrics for complexity/size estimation, often used for procedural languages (e.g., McCabe
(1976), (Henderson-Sellers and Edwards (1990), Halstead (1977) and the number of lines of code (LOC)),
are unsuitable to be directly applied for evaluating object-oriented systems (Henderson-Sellers and Edwards,
1990; Bilow et al., 1993; Nesi and Campanai, 1996). This
is mainly due to the fact that working with the OOP
leads to shift part of the human resources from the design/code phase to that of analysis (Henderson-Sellers
et al., 1994). In that phase, classes are identi®ed together
with their main relationships 2 (is_a, is_part_of, is_referred_by). On the other hand, following evolutionary
models for the development life-cycle (e.g., spiral
(Boehm, 1986), fountain (Henderson-Sellers and Edwards, 1990), whirlpool (Williams, 1996), pinball (Ambler, 1994)), the distinction among phases is partially
lost ± e.g., some system parts can be under design when
others are still under analysis. Therefore, these aspects
must be captured with speci®c metrics, otherwise their
related costs are unmeasurable (e.g., the costs of specialization, the costs of object reuse, etc.).
For eliminating the above mentioned drawbacks,
some authors have de®ned new speci®c code metrics
for evaluating size and/or complexity of object-oriented
systems. Thomas and Jacobson have suggested to estimate class complexity as the sum of attribute and method complexities (Thomas and Jacobson, 1989), without
considering the class external interface (i.e., method interface in terms of parameter complexity) and reuse.
Henderson-Sellers has added to the above metric a term
for addressing the problems of reuse (e.g., inheritance)
(Henderson-Sellers, 1991). Chidamber and Kemerer
have presented the Weighted Method per Class
(WMC) which is the sum of the complexity of each class
method and where each method complexity is obtained
by using the McCabe complexity (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994), by considering in this way only the functional and computational aspects of the class. Li and
Henry have suggested to count the number of methods
and the number of attributes (with the so-called Size2
metric) for addressing the problem of eort prediction
(Li and Henry, 1993), without weights and, thus, tuning
the model. In Henderson-Sellers (1994), Nesi and Campanai (1996) and Hopkins (1994) issues regarding the
external and internal class complexity have been discussed by proposing several metrics. In Laranjeira (1990)
and Lorenz and Kidd (1994) class complexity has been
estimated by counting the number of LOC for all class
methods. Most of the above mentioned metrics have
been only partially validated.

2

Following dierent methodologies, some of these relationships are
de®ned only in the phase of design or also in that of analysis.

Recently, a growing attention on the process of software development has created the need to get processoriented information and to integrate metrics into the
software development process. Furthermore, owing to
the presence of many dierences among projects by
the same company, it is also important to create an integrated environment for software development (editing,
navigating among classes, measuring, etc.) and to perform project-oriented tailored measures. This means
that it is important for a company to adopt a unique
method and approach for project measurement, but this
approach must be capable of being tuned in order to
adapt its features to dierent types of projects and languages. This process of adaption is usually performed
by adjusting weights and thresholds (Henderson-Sellers
et al., 1994). Some studies with metrics and measurement frameworks for object-oriented systems have been
presented in Laranjeira (1990), Meyer (1990), Henderson-Sellers (1993) and Coulange and Roan (1993), Li
and Henry (1993), Brito e Abreu et al. (1995) and Nesi
and Campanai (1996) where general concepts for the estimation of system size, complexity and reuse level have
been proposed together with many other metrics.
In this paper, a research about the estimation and
prediction of eort of object-oriented systems coded in
C++ is presented. The metrics proposed belong to a
framework speci®cally de®ned for C++ language. The
main aspects of our metric framework have been inherited from that presented in Campanai and Nesi (1994)
and Nesi and Campanai (1996) by the same research
group. Moreover, due to the high number of metrics
which are available in our framework (see Section 4),
only those metrics which are related to software complexity, size and eort are reported and compared in this
paper with respect to the most important metrics proposed for the same purpose in the literature. The metrics
presented in this paper for evaluation and/or predicting
class eort have been validated against several projects.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
metrics proposed for evaluating and predicting class effort on the basis of complexity/size are reported and
compared with well-known metrics proposed in the literature. Then the validation of the most important metrics
proposed is presented together with a comparison
against metrics extracted from the literature in Section 3. This is followed by a very short overview of
our metric framework and tool for automatic code metric evaluation (Section 4). Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Complexity/size of object-oriented systems
Most of the traditional code metrics proposed in the
literature express the complexity/size as a function of a
number of quantities which can be directly determined
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from system code ± (McCabe, 1976; Henderson-Sellers
and Edwards, 1990; Halstead, 1977); others adjust such
measures with coecients depending on the application
domain. In addition, it has been often demonstrated
that most of these metrics are related to the LOC which
is a typical measure of code size (Shepperd and Ince,
1993).
Starting with the assumption that software complexity and size are strongly related to the eort value, even
for object-oriented systems, several metrics have been
de®ned (Henderson-Sellers et al., 1994; Thomas and Jacobson, 1989; Henderson-Sellers, 1991; Chidamber and
Kemerer, 1994; Li and Henry, 1993; Henderson-Sellers,
1994; Hopkins, 1994; Laranjeira, 1990; Lorenz and
Kidd, 1994). As discussed in the introduction, most of
them consider only the functional aspects, while others
are based on both structure (i.e., attributes) and functionality (i.e., methods) of class, or try to predict the ®nal complexity by considering class public interface and
de®nition in general (class FanIn and FanOut, i.e.,
method parameters). As is reported in the literature,
among these, no one is considered fully satisfactory;
for this reason, in our opinion, a more complete metric
collection and an integrated metric framework for measuring all object-oriented aspects and, in particular, the
system complexity/size are necessary.
In the following, several metrics related to software
complexity and size are presented. As regards complexity/size three dierent levels have been considered ± i.e.,
method, class and system. For each level, distinct metrics have been de®ned in terms of metrics of lower levels.
The metrics proposed have also been compared with the
most diuse traditional metrics for complexity (McCabe
Complexity, Mc (McCabe, 1976; Henderson-Sellers and
Edwards, 1990)) and size (Halstead measure, Ha (Halstead, 1977) or LOC (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994)) estimation and with the most diuse metrics for evaluating
complexity/size of object-oriented systems (WMC (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994) or Size2 (Li and Henry,
1993)). Traditional metrics have also been obviously
adapted by the authors for dealing with object-oriented
concepts when it was possible. The adaption corresponds to what has been done by many other authors
in order to test the capability of traditional metrics in
evaluating object-oriented systems. In general, the metrics presented can be regarded as a generalization of
most of the object-oriented metrics proposed in the literature in the past.
In addition, the validation of the proposed class metrics shows the relevance of the metrics proposed with respect to the results obtained by using other metrics. The
metrics proposed present a high number of components.
This approach has been initially followed to analyze the
importance of each metric term. In fact, a process of re®nement has been performed in order to identify which
of these terms is more signi®cant than the others in mod-
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eling the actual eort; for example, by observing the in¯uence of each metric component in estimating or
predicting eort. This process has been supported by a
statistic multilinear regression analysis (see Section 3).
In order to help the reader to understand the metric
formulation and discussion, the authors have prepared
from Table 1 in which the metrics and their corresponding meaning are reported in alphabetic order.
2.1. Method level metrics
At the method level, most of traditional metrics could
be used since the method complexity is mainly due to
functional aspects. For this reason, the number of
LOC of a method/function (LOC), the Halstead measure of a method/function (Ha) (Halstead, 1977), and
the McCabe complexity of a method/function (Mc)
(McCabe, 1976; Henderson-Sellers and Edwards, 1990)
can be used. On the other hand, data ¯ow aspects related to method/function parameters are neglected (Zuse,
1991). In order to avoid the above problems of McCabe,
LOC and Halstead metrics, more general metrics have
been de®ned.
Therefore, a substantial improvement with respect to
traditional pure functional metrics consists in considering also the complexity/size of the methods interface (list
of parameters). The evaluation of complexity/size of
method/function parameters can be even eective for
considering cognitive aspects of method/function complexity (e.g., related to the cost of adoption and reuse)
and for predicting costs of method/function implementation. Thus, in the context of OOP, this factor can be
very useful for predicting the method complexity since
the phase in which the class structure (attributes) and
public interface (i.e., parameters of methods) are known.
This usually happens much earlier with respect to method implementation (see Lorenz and Kidd, 1994), in the
phases of detailed analysis.
For the above mentioned reasons, a generic method
complexity can be de®ned
MCm  wMICm MICm  wm m;

1

where MICm is the Method Interface Complexity/size,
and m is a complexity/size metric for method evaluation;
wMICm , and wm are weights, which obviously depend on
metric m adopted. These weights are determined by
means of the validation process reported in the following; they present dierent values in dierent phases of
the software life-cycle for taking into account the changes in the incidence of functional and data ¯ow aspects.
Their trend can be evaluated by considering a set of similar projects. Their estimation can be performed in order
to predict the costs of the next phases of life-cycle as well
as for predicting the global cost of the system (with different con®dence levels and reliability). Each speci®c set
of weights has been obtained by using the corresponding
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Table 1
Glossary of the metrics mentioned in this paper. Metrics with m parameter are evaluated on the basis of a functional metric selected from: MS, Mc,
Ha or LOC; for example: CCMc Class Complexity/size based on McCabe ciclomatic Complexity
Metric

Comment

CCm
CC0m
CACIm
CACI0m
CACLm
CACL0m
CMCm
CMCIm
CMCLm
CMICIm
CMICI0m
CMICLm
CMICL0m
CMm
CMLOC
CMMc

Class complexity/size
Class complexity/size, predictive form
Class attribute complexity/size inherited
Class attribute complexity/size inherited, predictive form
Class attribute complexity/size local
Class attribute complexity/size local, predictive form
Class method complexity/size
Class method complexity/size inherited
Class method complexity/size local
Class method interface complexity/size inherited
Class method interface complexity/size inherited, predictive form
Class method interface complexity/size local
Class method interface complexity/size local, predictive form
Class method complexity/size (pure functional)
Class method size (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994)
Class method McCabe complexity (McCabe, 1976; Henderson-Sellers and Edwards, 1990), see
WMC
Class method complexity/size inherited
Class method complexity/size local
Function complexity/size
Global de®nition complexity/size
Global variable complexity/size
Halstead metric (Halstead, 1977)
Class complexity by Henderson-Sellers (1991)
Number of lines of code
McCabe ciclomatic complexity
Method complexity/size
Method interface complexity/size
Method size metric (Nesi and Querci, 1994)
Number of attributes of a class
Number of attributes inherited of a class
Number of attributes locally de®ned of a class
Number of methods of a class
Number of methods inherited of a class
Number of methods local of a class
Number of attributes and methods of a class
Number of attributes and methods inherited of a class
Number of attributes and methods locally de®ned of a class
Number of classes in the system
Number of global de®nitions
Number of global variables
Number of leaf classes in the system class tree
Non-object oriented system complexity
Number of root classes in the system class tree
Number of system functions/procedures
System complexity/size
NA + NM: number of attributes and methods of a class (Li and Henry, 1993)
Class complexity by Thomas et al. (1989)
Total m-based complexity/size of a system (pure functional)
Weighted methods for class (Chidamber and Kemerer 1994), CMMc according to our notation

CIm
CLm
FCm
GDCm
GVCm
Ha
HSCC
LOC
Mc
MCm
MICm
MS
NA
NAI
NAL
NM
NMI
NML
NAM
NAMI
NAML
NCL
NGD
NGV
NLC
NOOSCm
NRC
NSF
SCm
Size2
TJCC
Tm
WMC

eort, for example the total eort for obtaining the
weight for the prediction of the total eort in the next
projects.
The presence of MICm metric makes MCm metric usable as a predictive metric, since MICm metric can be estimated even if the method has not been implemented,
but its prototype is known. MICm takes into account
the usually neglected relationships which are established
among classes by means of the parameters of the meth-

ods. MICm is estimated by considering the sum of class
complexity/size of each method parameter (the in®nite
recursion in the estimation of class complexity/size is
constrained by limiting the recursion to one level). Elementary types of the language have an assigned complexity. For these reasons MICm and MCm are greater
than zero when only the class de®nitions in terms of attributes and method prototypes are present even partially.
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Metric m can be the well-known McCabe ciclomatic
complexity (McCabe, 1976; Henderson-Sellers and Edwards, 1990) (i.e., m  Mc), the number of LOC (i.e.,
m  LOC), the Halstead metric (Halstead, 1977) (i.e.,
m  Ha), or our Method Size metric (Nesi and Querci,
1994) (i.e., m  MS). Therefore, a set of structurally
similar metrics (MCMc , MCLOC , MCHa , MCMS ) have
been de®ned. In this paper, the term ``complexity/size''
metric is adopted, since some of the above metrics evaluate program complexity and the others estimate program size, then the parametrized metrics can be either
a complexity or a size metric. MCm metrics are more
complete than the simple complexity/size metrics on
which they are based. In fact, they present the terms
MICm to adjust the traditional functional metrics for
both: (i) to take also into account complexities due to
data ¯ow, (ii) to obtain measures even when the method
is only partially implemented or simply identi®ed. The
above metrics can be obviously useful for obtaining
more complete evaluations of non-object-oriented systems.
MS metric has been de®ned by the authors in order to
obtain a reliable evaluation of method size (Nesi and
Querci, 1994). This metric partially avoids the problems
of McCabe complexity which in some cases estimates
low values for synthetic constructs of the language
which once they are exploded produce a high complexity. MS is based on code analysis and takes into account
the presence of elementary language tokens and constructs in both class de®nition and method implementation (if, for, switch, else, continue,
break, return, while, public, private,
do, case, typedef, struct, default, class,
friend, virtual, int, char, ¯oat, etc., assignments, function/method prototype/de®nition, operator de®nition, casting, and algebraic, comparative, and
Boolean operators) and the nesting of levels (Nesi and
Querci, 1994). Since this metrics considers both functional and de®nitional aspects it results better ranked
for evaluating the above mentioned metrics.
2.2. Class level metrics
At the level of class, by using McCabe, Halstead, and
LOC metrics it is immediately possible to de®ne a set of
pure functional class metrics. Their usual de®nition for
working with classes is obtained by considering the
sum of complexities of all class methods:
CMm 

NM
X
m i:

2

i

where CMm is the complexity/size metric for class methods obtained by using metric m, NM is the number of
class methods. Therefore, the following class metrics
can be de®ned: CMMc , a class level metric based on
McCabe metric; CMHa , a class level metric based on
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Halstead metric and CMLOC , a class level metric based
on the number of LOC. In the literature, it has been often demonstrated that CMm metrics are not very suitable
for evaluating object-oriented projects, since they are
not capable of considering the object-oriented aspects
(Thomas and Jacobson, 1989; Henderson-Sellers,
1991). In fact, they neglect information about class specialization (is_a, that means code and structure reuse),
and class association and aggregation (is_part_of and
is_referred_by, that mean class/system structure de®nition and dynamic managing of object sets, respectively).
On the other hand, CMMc (equivalent to WMC (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994)) and CMLOC (used in Lorenz and Kidd, 1994) have been adopted as good
compromises between precision and simplicity of evaluation. CMLOC can be set to count also the lines devoted
to the de®nition of classes.
On the other hand, on the basis of the metrics presented in Section 2.1 (see Eq. (1)), a more general metric
for evaluating class complexity/size due to methods (functional part of the class) has been de®ned
CMCm 

NM
X
MCm i;

3

i

where CMCm (Class Method Complexity) is the whole
complexity/size due to methods for a class estimated
on the basis of metric m. Therefore, the following class
level metrics have been de®ned: CMCMc , based on
McCabe metric; CMCHa , based on Halstead metric;
CMCLOC , based on the number of LOC, and CMCMS ,
based on our MS metric. This last set of metrics takes
also into account the method interface according to
Eq. (1)
CMCm  wMICm

NM
X
i

MICm i  wm

NM
X

m i:

4

i

These metrics are capable of obtaining estimation values
even when the class implementation is not yet available
if the class de®nition in terms of attributes and method
prototypes are known, even partially. This is due to the
presence of MICm as explained in the previous section.
Even these metrics are not capable of considering the
typical relationships of specialization, aggregation and
association of object-oriented.
According to the above discussion, a fully object-oriented metric for evaluating class complexity/size has to
consider also attributes and methods both locally de®ned and inherited. These factors must be considered
for evaluating the cost/gain of inheritance, and that of
the other relationships. Therefore, the class complexity,
CC, is regarded as the weighted sum of local class complexity (CCL) and inherited class complexity (CCI) (recursively till the roots are reached)
CC  CCL  CCI:

5
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Since CCL and CCI are expressed in terms of complexities due to attributes and methods (local and inherited),
respectively, CC assumes the form
CC  wCACL CACL  wCMCL CMCL
 wCACI CACI  wCMCI CMCI;

6

where CACL is the Class Attribute Complexity Local,
CMCL the Class Method Complexity Local, CACI
the Class Attribute Complexity Inherited, CMCI the
Class Method Complexity Inherited (e.g., complexity reused). In this way, CC takes into account both structural
(attributes, relationships of is_part_of and is_referred_by) and functional/behavioral (methods, method
``cohesion'' by means of CMICL and CMICI included
in CMCI and CMCL, respectively) aspects of class.
Weights in Eq. (6) must be evaluated by a multilinear regression analysis by knowing class eort Rousseeuw and
Leroy, 1987), as will be discussed in the following. In
general, wCACI is typically negative stating that the inheritance of attributes leads to save complexity/size and,
thus, eort. Since the eort for de®ning and implementing overwritten and overloaded class members is a real
cost these are evaluated in both local and inherited classes. The weights take into account also these aspects dependently on the usual style of the company/team and
on the context of the application.
In CC, CACL and CMCL are de®ned as follows:
CACL 

NAL
X

ACi ;

7

i

CMCL 

N
ML
X

MC i;

8

i

where NAL, Number of Attributes Local; NML, Number of Methods Local. CACI and CMCI are analogously de®ned (see Table 1 for a summary). Please note that
attributes can be: (i) class instances and, thus, they are
evaluated by considering metric CC of their corresponding class (i.e., AC  CC), or (ii) basic types (e.g., char,
int, ¯oat, etc.) for which the complexity is posed to
prede®ned values. The same mechanisms are used for estimating CACI and CMCI from superclasses. It should
be noted that MC can be one of the previously presented
metrics at the level of method, see Eq. (1). Therefore,
CMCL and CMCI are estimated on the basis of
Eq. (4). In particular, by considering Eqs. (4) and (6):
CCm  wCACLm CACLm  CMCLm
 wCACIm CACIm  CMCIm ;
where
CMCLm  wCMICLm CMICLm  wCLm CLm ;

9
10

CMCIm  wCMICIm CMICIm  wCIm CIm :
11
Note that, attribute complexity/size of class instances
are also considered by using CCm ; then, their weights depend on the kind of metric used for evaluating methods.

On the basis of the above discussion, several fully object-oriented metrics based on functional metrics,
CCMc , CCHa , CCLOC and CCMS , have been de®ned.
During the analysis and validation of these metrics
other versions of them have been adopted and tested.
These versions have been obtained by starting from
the previously de®ned metrics and reducing the number
of terms ± for example, by considering only methods,
only attributes, only members inherited, only local
members, etc. This analysis has been performed on the
basis of technique (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987) for
identifying the most important terms.
It should be noted that values for CCm metrics are obtained even if only the class structure (attribute and
method interface) is available. This can be very useful
for class evaluation and prediction since the early phase
of class life-cycle. The weights or the interpretation scale
can be adjusted according to the phase of the system lifecycle in which they are evaluated as in Nesi and Campanai (1996).
Please note that the WMC of Chidamber and Kemerer (1994) is the sum of all McCabe complexities of
class-methods which is equivalent to the previously mentioned CMMc . It is also very similar to CL which is estimated by using Mc previously shown. The metric
proposed by Thomas and Jacobson (1989) and the evolution proposed by Henderson-Sellers (1991) can be de®ned in terms of CC components, that is,
and
HSCC 
TJCC  wCACL CACL  wCL CL
wCACL CACL  wCL CL  wCI CI, respectively. For these
reasons, CCm can be considered as a generalization of
these metrics.
As previously pointed out, metric CCm can also be
used for predicting class complexity/size. In particular,
the prediction can be obtained on the basis of class definition, that is, attributes declarations and methods prototypes. This estimation can be performed during system
analysis/early-design. According to these requirements
the following predictive version of CCm metrics has been
obtained:
CCm0  w0CACLm CACL0m  w0CMICLm CMICL0m
 w0CACIm CACI0m  w0CMICIm CMICI0m :
CACI0m

and CACL0m are
the CC0m of class

12

obviously estimatIn this case,
members. Even in
ed on the basis of
this case, the weights must be evaluated on the basis
of a set of reference projects by using a validation process such as that reported in the next section.
A cheaper approach can be simply based on counting
the number of local attributes and methods (see metric
Size2  NAL + NML de®ned by Li and Henry
(1993)). On the other hand, the simple counting of class
members (attributes and methods) could be in many
cases too coarse. For example, when an attribute is an
instance of a very complex class its presence in a class
often implies a high cost of method development which
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is not considered simply by increasing NAL of one unit.
Moreover, Size2 does not consider the class members inherited (that is, reuse). For these reasons, in order to improve the metric precision, a more general metric has
been de®ned by considering the sum of the number of
class attributes and methods both local de®ned and inherited, respectively.

On the other hand, System Complexity, SCm , is an indirect measure which in our framework is de®ned as

NAM  NAML  NAMI;

where FCm , GDCm and GVCm are complexity/size metrics for taking into account non-object-oriented aspects,
that is, functions, global de®nitions and global declaration of variables, respectively. De®nitions and variable
declarations are counted by using the same mechanisms
as that adopted for classes and method parameters, respectively. Note that FCm is evaluated by applying the
previously de®ned metric CMm (see Eq. (2)) to C functions/procedures. SCm is computed by using the complexity of all system classes augmented by functional
and data complexities due to global parts which can
be found in object-oriented programs written in C++.
In SCm , weights wCCm , and wFCm are typically set to 1,
while wGDCm and wGVCm have a lower value, typically 1/
20 (these values have also been estimated by means of
a multilinear regression analysis). This fact does not
mean that the adoption of global variables makes the
system less complex or cheaper, but that GVCm and
GDCm present a dierent scale with respect to the other
metrics. It should be noted that since SCm has been de®ned in terms of CCm which, in turn, can be estimated
since the early phases of class life-cycle (CC0m ), the system complexity presents the same capability.
SCm metric is capable of producing a more precise
evaluation of system complexity since it considers related to the aspects of functional, data and OOP relationships, dierently from traditional system metrics: Total
McCabe Complexity (TMc ) indirectly based on
McCabe's metric, the Total Halstead THa ), and the Total
Number of Lines Of Code (TLOC ) de®ned as on the basis
of previously de®ned metrics

13

therefore, NAM can be expanded assuming the form
NAM  wNAL NAL  wNML NML  wNAI NAI
 wNMI NMI:

14

Also in this case, the typical values of weights must be
estimated by using a multilinear regression technique.
Therefore, code metrics can be used for eort prediction because according to OOP some de®nitions about
classes are available since the early phases of the software life-cycle. For example, during the analysis one
has at least, for each class, the number of attributes
and methods (not the de®nitive number but an early approximation), then the types of the attributes and the
parameters of methods are de®ned (even partially), then
class relationships are de®ned, then the phases of method implementation begins, etc. Therefore, speci®c code
metrics based on the number of class members, attributes, methods and de®nitions can be pro®tably used
as metrics for predicting costs of the successive phases
as well as for predicting the ®nal cost.
2.3. System level metrics
According to the current C++ interpretation of the
OOP, the system level can be comprised of: (i) a set of
classes which can be organized in one or several class
trees, (ii) a set of C functions/procedures (even the main
program in C++ is a function/procedure, if no window
support is present), (iii) a set of global de®nitions of
types, structures, unions, etc., and (iv) a set of global
declarations of variables (static instantiation of global
variables). Dierently from what is stated by the OOP,
in some C++ systems these factors are a signi®cant part
of the system itself. The reference projects used for the
metric validation reported in the following present so
small components of type (ii), (iii) and (iv) which could
be even neglected. On the other hand, in other C++ systems these non-object-oriented parts may be too relevant to be neglected.
At the system level, several direct metrics can be de®ned in order to analyze the system structure ± e.g.:
NCL, Number of CLasses in the system; NSF, Number
of System Functions/procedures; NGD, Number of
Global De®nitions (excluded classes, only typedef,
enum and struct); NGV, Number of Global Variables (global declaration of instances); etc.

SCm  wCCm

NCL
X

NSF
X

i

i

CCm i  wFCm

 wGDCm

NGD
X

FCm i

GDCm i  wGVCm

NGV
X

i

Tm 

NCL
X
i

CMm i 

GVCm i; 15

i

NSF
X
FCm i;

16

i

where also in this case m can be Mc, Ha, MS or LOC.
3. Comparison and validation of metrics
A metric analysis has been performed in order to
identify which metric of the above-mentioned class metrics is better ranked for evaluating and/or predicting
class eort.
The comparative analysis with validation has been
carried out among the previously de®ned metrics and
those already de®ned in the literature. Moreover, since
most of the new metrics de®ned are very complex and
computationally expensive to be evaluated (see
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Eq. (9)), an analysis to verify the in¯uence of their parameters in producing the ®nal result has been performed in order to identify the minimum number of
parameters which are needed to obtain reliable measures. Therefore, the analysis performed is more than
a simple validation since it has produced a clear view
of the above cited and de®ned metrics for estimating
class eort. The formal de®nition of the computational
complexity is quite hard since it depends on the relationships de®ned among classes.
The validation has been performed by considering
three projects with the overall values reported in Table 2
(where: NRC is the Number of Root Classes, NLC the
number of leaf classes, and NOOSCMS is the system
complexity due to non-object-oriented parts, see
Eq. (15)). The ®rst reference project is an object-oriented CASE tool TOOMS (Bucci et al., 1993, 1994); the
second is QV, an object-oriented class library for building applications having GUI on Motif environment, and
the third project is the object-oriented software for con®guring and controlling automatic milling machines,
called ICOOMM (ELEXA, CB-Ferrari, Italy). In both
TOOMS and ICOOMM projects, class libraries for
GUI (i.e., CommonView and MSVC++, respectively)
have been used.
All the above projects have been built by using object-oriented analysis and design methodologies (i.e.,
Booch, 1994), maintaining under control the development process by using the metrics presented above with
the tool discussed in Section 4. During the development
process periodic evaluation sections have been performed; moreover, the actual eort for each class has been recorded on the project database. At the end of the
projects, the measures obtained on the several versions
of the projects and the actual eort recorded have been
used by a multilinear regression analysis for evaluating
weights and, thus, for obtaining speci®c metrics for the
dierent phases of the software development.
According to the values reported in Table 2, the
mean number of methods per class is 8.65, the mean
number of class per tree is 5.8. These and others values
are in accordance with the typical values obtained by
others Lorenz and Kidd, 1994; Henderson-Sellers et
al., 1994) when criteria of object-oriented analysis and
design are used by skilled people.
In this paper, only the validation at the level of class
has been reported since it can be considered the most interesting one for the OOP. On the other hand, we have
also proposed method level metrics since they are used
for de®ning class level metrics, and system level metrics

to give an idea of project dimensions. Note that, being
available the eort for each class the metric validation
has been based on 524 measurements. As demonstrated
by the con®dence values reported from the multilinear
regression analysis a con®dent validation has been obtained even with only 47300 LOC. Moreover, the identi®ed weights evaluated for the discussed metrics have
been used to maintain other projects under continuous
metrication, con®rming that the values obtained are reliable. In their evaluation sections, predictive and a-posteriori metrics have been used to predict the cost of the
next phase and evaluate the current costs. The simultaneous evaluation of actual cost of these projects has allowed the revalidation of the metrics with their weights,
which have been con®rmed in value and sign.
As previously discussed, the above mentioned metrics
can be classi®ed in a-posteriori and predictive metrics.
The validation/analysis of metrics for these two categories are separately discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. In
other terms, a-posteriori or code metrics take into account the whole class aspects, attributes and methods
(locally de®ned and inherited) and need for their evaluation the complete C++ code of the system. Predictive
metrics are those which typically count the number of
class members or are capable of obtaining estimations
since the phase in which the class is de®ned and not
yet implemented. By using the eort data (in man-hours)
relative to the above mentioned projects, the optimal
weights which must be placed into the expressions of
CCMS , CCMc , CCHa , CCLOC , CC0MS , CC0Mc , CC0Ha ,
CC0LOC , and NAM, to obtain the maximum correlations
have been estimated. This analysis has been performed
by using a multilinear least-squares technique (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987) considering: (i) the relationship
between eort and metrics as linear, (ii) the eort as the
value of metrics, and (iii) the weights as unknowns.
3.1. A-posteriori estimation
In Table 3, the results of multilinear regression analyses are reported. The analyses have been carried out
by considering the real eort in man-hours and metrics:
CCMS , CCMc , CCLOC and CCHa , by using the techniques
discussed in Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987).
In Table 2, the values of correlation, the variance of
correlation (variance of the error function between the
metric and the actual eort), the scale of the regression
line evaluated, and other statistical values are reported
for each CCm metric. Hence, it can be observed that a
high value of correlation has been obtained for all met-

Table 2
Overall values for the projects used for the estimation of weights
Total

NCL

NRC

NLC

NM

SCMS

NOOSCMS

TLOC

TMc

THa

524

90

368

4537

233935

1230

47337

10086

36188534
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Table 3
Results of the multilinear regression analysis for eort evaluation of classes by using metrics CCm : values of weights and their corresponding con®dence values are reported
CCm

m  MS
w

CACLm
CLm
CMICLm
CACIm
CIm
CMICIm

.001
.022
.042
).026
).002
.013

E-corr.
Variance
LS scale
R-squared
F-stat
p-value

m  Mc
t-value
4.97
10.01
3.39
)3.48
).72
1.75
0.945
192.98
2.928
0.911
159.24
0.000

p-value

w

.000
.000
.001
.001
.471
.083

.001
.092
.042
).070
.014
.014

m  LOC
t-value
4.39
7.46
2.66
)3.57
1.28
1.39

p-value

w

.000
.000
.009
.001
.202
.166

.001
.016
.053
).023
).001
.010

0.926
149.28
3.379
0.881
115.79
0.000

rics. The correlation between CCLOC and eort presents
the lowest value of variance of correlation. Lower values
of variance correspond to less-spread distributions of
the departure from the model ± i.e., a lower probability
to get the wrong eort estimation or prediction by using
the selected metric. For these reasons, the analysis reported shows that traditional functional metrics can be
pro®tably employed for evaluating object-oriented systems if they are used as a basis for more complete metrics ± that is, by using them for de®ning metrics capable
of considering all aspects of the OOP. This is also con®rmed by the results presented in Table 4, where the
well-known metrics for class estimation: WMC, the pure
functional metrics CMLOC , and CMHa are also compared on the basis of correlation value and variance of
the departure from the model. Please note that WMC
is widely diuse for evaluating object-oriented systems,
but it consists in evaluating the McCabe complexity of
class methods, that is CMMc . The metrics proposed in
this paper present both a higher value of correlation
and a lower value of variance; thus, they are better
ranked with respect to those reported in Table 4. The
dierences among the values of correlation are not so
strong but, the values of variance are in these cases more
important since they give an idea of the estimation con®dence.
Table 3 reports the values of the weights, w, with
their corresponding t-values and p-values Rousseeuw
and Leroy, 1987). Intuitively, t-value is an index which
establishes the importance of a coecient for the general model. A coecient can be considered signi®cant if

t-value
4.82
8.63
4.10
)2.49
).59
1.49

m  Ha
p-value

w

.000
.000
.000
.014
.554
.140

.001
.006
.087
).014
.001
.002

0.935
145.68
3.166
0.896
134.00
0.000

t-value
4.19
8.37
8.18
)1.95
1.53
1.28

p-value
.000
.000
.000
.054
.598
.776

0.937
216.63
3.120
0.899
138.47
0.000

t-value is greater than 1.5 (since a high number of measures have been used for the regression). On the basis
of t-value, the con®dence intervals can be evaluated.
p-value can be considered a probability; when it is less
than 0.05 the corresponding coecient is signi®cant
with a con®dence of 5%. Therefore, components CIm
and CMICIm are the least signi®cant in all CCm metrics. In fact, by removing these coecients in the de®nition of CCm metrics, very similar results are obtained
with a simpler metric. In our experiments, it was shown
that coecients CACLm , CLm , and CMICLm are enough for obtaining correlations of 0.93 (high values
of t-values and p-values all lower than 0.05). By removing terms of metric CCm (see Eq. (9)), a very light decrease in correlation and an increment of the variance
have been obtained (until the above mentioned version
with three terms was de®ned); while a strong degradation was obtained by removing one of the remaining
terms.
The process of analysis has also demonstrated that
the values which can be obtained by using TJCC and
HSCC metrics are less satisfactory with respect to those
obtained by CCm which result to be their generalization.
For these metrics, values of correlation lower than those
obtained for CCm have been registered. In particular,
HSCC metric presents CI which has been demonstrated
to be totally un-useful for eort estimation.
By considering the weight values estimated for metrics CCMS , CCMc , CCLOC and CCHa , it can be noted that
weight related to components evaluating complexity/size
of attributes and methods inherited are negative for

Table 4
Comparison between the metric de®ned for eort evaluation of classes with respect to the most important metrics of the literature
E-corr.
Variance

WMC  CMMc (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994)

CMLOC (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994)

CMHa (Halstead, 1977)

0.90
245

0.91
186

0.82
423
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most of those metrics. This con®rms that the inheritance
mechanism is a means for eort saving.
A ratio of about 101 for wCI =wCL , as was estimated in
our reference projects, is in compliance with the main
concepts of object-oriented analysis and design. In fact,
this ratio states that an opposite ratio is present between
method complexity/size: CI/CL. Thus, a typical class inherits methods for a complexity 10 times bigger with respect to that locally de®ned. Similar values have been
obtained by several other authors as previously stated.
3.2. Predictive estimation
In Table 5, the results of the multilinear regression
analysis by considering the real eort and metrics
CC0MS , and CC0LOC , by using the technique discussed in
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987), are reported. Also in this
case, the table reports the values of the weights, w, with
t-values and p-values. As for the a-posteriori metrics the
weights of the coecients of complexity/size of attributes inherited are negative, con®rming eort saving
by using the inheritance (as above, the eort saving is
comprehensive of the cost of reuse, thus, globally, it is
better to inherit rather than to rebuild). Component
CMICIm is the lowest signi®cant in all metrics. In fact,
by removing this term in the de®nition of CC0m metrics
(and re-evaluating the multilinear regression line) the
corresponding correlation remains close to 0.87, while
the variance decreases to about 200. In this case, the reduction of terms improves the results obtained with the
complete version of CC0m reported in Table 5, where
variances in the range 600±700 are obtained. Please note
that the absolute value of weights also depends of the
phase of the development life-cycle in which the prediction is performed and if the prediction is carried out for
evaluating the eort to reach the next phase or to complete the project.
The multilinear regression analysis has also been employed for analyzing the importance of the coecients of

metric NAM (see Eq. (14)). For the version of NAM
with all its terms a correlation of 0.717, a variance of
about 3000, and a scale of 6.2, have been obtained. In
this case, the fact that wNMI is negative means that inheriting methods are less expensive than de®ning them exnovo. In out reference projects a ratio of 5 between the
number of methods inherited and locally de®ned was estimated. This is in compliance with the values obtained
by others when the good criteria for object-oriented
analysis and design were employed by skilled people.
Please note that a correlation value of 0.719 with
1700 of variance has been obtained for Size2. In this
case, it has been observed that the most signi®cant components of NAM are NAL and NML, while NAI and
NMI are only partially correlated with the eort (p-values equal to 0.32 and 0.33, respectively), thus con®rming
the validity of metric Size2 de®ned in Li and Henry
(1993). Please note that, when independent variables
with very high p-values and very low t-values (low correlation with the eort) are removed, then the correlation and its variance may usually improve (Rousseeuw
and Leroy, 1987).
The values of correlation and variance for Size2 and
NAM are less satisfactory with respect to predictive
metrics CC0m ; on the other hand, Size2 metrics is more
easily evaluated. For these reasons, the suggestion is to
adopt Size2 when the number of methods and attributes
is known while it is better to consider CC0m when more
information on class de®nition is available. CC0m can
be used even when class attribute types and class method
prototypes are only partially known. In these conditions, each method/attribute identi®ed but not fully
speci®ed as type/prototype can be simply counted as a
value equal to the metric scale (see Table 5).
This method can be very encouraging because the
cost of obtaining values for these metrics since the early
phases of software life-cycle is very low. Therefore, small
errors should be accepted in the predictive estimation of
eort by using those metrics.

Table 5
Results of the multilinear regression analysis for eort prediction of classes by using metrics CC0m : values of weights and their corresponding con®dence values are also reported
CC0m

m  MS
w

CACL0m

CMICL0m
CACI0m
CMICI0m
E-corr.
Variance
LS scale
R-squared
F-statistic
p-value

0.002
0.123
).027
0.010

m  LOC
t-value

p-value

w

9.10
9.33
)2.48
1.56

0.000
0.000
0.015
0.121

0.002
0.123
).028
0.009

0.881
688.98
4.230
0.810
101.87
.000

t-value

p-value

9.05
9.29
)2.31
1.44

0.000
0.000
0.023
0.152

0.880
770.55
4.243
0.809
101.19
.000
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3.3. Context
The values for the weights depend on the application
context. Therefore, it is possible to obtain more precise
results by adjusting the weights depending on the type
of the system under development. This can be simply
done by using 2±3 reference projects into the selected
area and estimating weights with the previously applied
method. The reference projects must be in compliance
with the OOP and the quality pro®le de®ned on the basis
of company's needs (Nesi and Campanai, 1996). On the
other hand, the magnitude of weights remain quite unchanged (among the weights only wCMICL and wCACI tend
to increase their values along the development life-cycle). The reported weights are valid for applications
which adopt an object-oriented library of classes for
managing GUI with windows (e.g., Motif plus CommonView, MS-Windows plus MSVC++). They have approximately the 30% of code devoted to user interface
management.
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de®ned in terms of WMC (Chidamber and Kemerer,
1994), CMHa (Halstead, 1977), Size2 (Li and Henry,
1993) and CMLOC (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994) metrics. This
assumption is quite true since according to the OOP the
system is substantially regarded as a collection of class-

3.4. System level
It should be noted that by using the weights estimated
several other small-medium sized projects (with similar
characteristics) have been measured with satisfactory results. In particular, in the case of LIOO project (implementation of a graphical and interactive editor for
music) it has been early analyzed for predicting eort
and, during its implementation, for periodically verifying costs of development (in eect, the project has been
controlled during its life-cycle, in order to maintain its
costs and quality acceptable according to the quality
pro®le de®ned, see Nesi and Campanai (1996)).
On the basis of the estimation of NAML, after the
analysis/design phases (when only an eort of 765
man-hours was spent), a ®nal eort of 980 was predicted. This prediction has been con®rmed by the ®nal version of the LIOO system which consists of 104 classes,
12843 lines of code was built by using 1150 man-hours
(for analysis, design, code and test, plus other 639 hours
for documenting); a team of seven people with a project
manager/analyst was employed. As regards the ®nal
SCMS , a value of 389 man-hours (only for coding) was
estimated, while the real eort was 383.5 man-hours.
The estimations on ®nal code have con®rmed the ecacy of the weights evaluated and, thus, the power of the
metrics de®ned as depicted in Fig. 1, where the correlation of CCMS -Eort is equal to 0.93 with variance of 95,
while the correlation of WMC-Eort equal to 0.89 and
variance of 180, etc.
In addition, since the metrics at the system level are
mainly based on class complexity plus few functional
parts, it is quite obvious that even at the system level
the object-oriented metrics proposed (CCm , CC0m ,
NAM) are better ranked with respect to system metrics

Fig. 1. Correlation of metrics with respect to eort, from left to right
CCMS , WMC, Size2 (evaluated on project LIOO, normalized values).
Line with the optimal correlation is also reported.
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es. On the contrary, most of the newly proposed metrics
are computationally more complex.
4. Short overview of metric framework
In the literature, many metrics frameworks have been
presented ± e.g., (Henderson-Sellers, 1991; Zuse, 1994;
Meyer, 1990; Henderson-Sellers, 1993; Coulange and
Roan, 1993; Li and Henry, 1993; Brito e Abreu et al.,
1995). The metrics previously proposed belong to a metric framework such as many other metrics. Our approach is based on three dierent system views: a
technical, a cognitive, and a process-oriented view (Nesi
and Campanai, 1996). The technical view refers to the
software engineering aspects of system speci®cation
(size, complexity, etc.); the cognitive view takes into account the external understandability and veri®ability
of system components and libraries, and the process-oriented view refers to system aspects which are in¯uenced
by or can in¯uence the process of system development
(productivity, reuse, size, cost, etc.). Each metric that belongs to this view can also be used for producing predictions on its corresponding measure. These three views
are evaluated in a common measurement framework

in which each view can in¯uence the others as in Nesi
and Campanai (1996). Metrics of each view can be employed in dierent phases of system evolution: the cognitive metrics during system development and/or in system
maintenance, the technical metrics for the evaluation/
certi®cation of some speci®c characteristics of the system; the process-oriented metrics for evaluating the impact of technology on the whole development process.
All metrics have been analyzed and validated by using
the previously presented technique.
All these metrics can be evaluated by using the tool,
Tool for Analyzing C++ code (TAC++) speci®cally de®ned for C++ language (see Fig. 2). The main aspects of
our metric framework have been inherited from that
presented in Campanai and Nesi (1994) and Nesi and
Campanai (1996) by the same research group; Nesi
and Campanai (1996) version worked on formal object-oriented language named TROL (Bucci et al.,
1994) and was directly integrated into its CASE tool.
An accurate work has been performed for remapping
metrics from TROL to C/C++ and for building a new
and independent software instrument for obtaining automatic evaluation of more that 130 direct and indirect
metrics at the level of class. TAC++ is a research prototype and not a commercial tool. It is very suitable for

Fig. 2. TAC++ at work.
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studying metric behavior and includes class browser and
editing capabilities; therefore, it can be considered an integrated instrument for developing and maintaining under control (e.g., quality, eort, etc.) C/C++ code. This
is also guaranteed by the fact that most of the de®ned
metrics are capable of producing results since the early
phases of the software life-cycle. The aim of our framework and tool is to cover the entire development life-cycle by using a unique tool in order to provide to software
developers and managers an appropriate instrument for
automatically analysing software since the early phases
of system development when only classes and their main
relationships are de®ned.
TAC++ is capable of performing measures in compliance with ISO 9126 since speci®c metrics for the classical
six features of quality pro®le can be easily evaluated.
TAC++ allows the users to de®ne new high-level metrics
on the basis of metrics, indexes, and variables already
de®ned in the metric framework by connecting them
with classical operators. In addition, a dedicated and
fully con®gurable visualiser can be used for de®ning speci®c graphical representations of views/pro®les (by using
Kiviat, line graphs, bars, pies, etc.). The views de®ned
can be used for monitoring aspects of the system under
assessment, at level of class, method and system on the
basis of the context for which they are de®ned (quality
analysis, reuse analysis, veri®ability and test analysis,
etc.). In these graphical views of pro®les, dierent
weights, reference thresholds, minimum and maximum
values for diagrams can be set according to the company/user goals and product pro®le.
5. Conclusions
The adoption of the OOP has produced a great demand of speci®c metrics. In the past, many researchers
have proposed several direct and indirect metrics for effort evaluation of object-oriented systems ± e.g., WMC,
Size2, TJCC, HSCC, CMLOC , Size2, etc. In this paper,
these metrics have been compared with new and more
general metrics for class complexity estimation. During
the validation phase, it has also been demonstrated that
the metrics proposed with optimal weights present the
highest correlation with the real eort with respect to
the other metrics. In addition, the same metrics have a
low value for the variance ± i.e., they are also quite
reliable. Factors that reduce the costs of class development have been also highlighted on the basis of
objective results (e.g., inheritance of attributes). Moreover, the metric proposed are capable of producing reliable evaluations considering a restricted number of
terms. As a limit, the fully predictive metric, CC0m , has
been proposed. This metric is not very precise, but it
can be evaluated since the early stages of software lifecycle.
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As a conclusion, the validation phase reported in this
paper and the one in Nesi and Campanai (1996) have
demonstrated that metrics presented in this paper are
enough general to be used for strongly dierent objectoriented languages (in fact, their main concepts were
also employed for TROL (Nesi and Campanai, 1996)).
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